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Abstract

Purpose: To compare the chromatic contrast sensitivity function (CSF) for the blue-yellow opponent channel (BYOC) between female badminton players and non-athlete controls.

Methods: We recruited 40 young females (18-25 years old) who played badminton for at least 5 consecutive years as the test group, and 30 age-matched female controls who had no history of regular physical activity. The Pattern Generator™ system was used to test the CSF for the BYOC which was performed at three spatial frequencies (SFs) of 2 cycles per degree (cpd), 5 cpd, and 25 cpd.

Results: Comparison of BYOC thresholds showed significantly better results in the test group for all three SFs (P<0.001). Band pass shift (better CSF in the middle SF) was seen in the test group. The control group had low pass (better CSF in the low SF). Ocular motility (heterophoria, fusional convergence and divergence at far and near distances, and near point of convergence) was better in the test group, but the inter-group difference was not significant.

Conclusions: The BYOC threshold results for badminton players indicated a better visual performance which may be a result of enhanced performance of the parallel processing of the parvocellular and magnocellular systems. This may be inherent and/or acquired in badminton players. In addition, badminton players appear to have developed sensory-motor programmed activities. Testing the CSF for BYOC may be useful for athlete selection in different levels and/or used as a criterion for screening players in the field of badminton.
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INTRODUCTION

Attention to the importance of vision in sports is not a new phenomenon [1]. Ancient athletes in ball sports attempted to focus their eyes on the ball [1]. In competitions such as shooting, chariot racing, and ball games, sharp visual acuity was considered a key to success. In the second century (131-201 A.D.), Galen believed that a close relationship existed between playing ball games and visual and physical abilities [1]. Despite this initial perception about the impact of vision on success in sports, scientific research in this area had been forgotten for many years. From the mid-20th century, the notion that sports is not a single dimension phenomenon was rekindled. Scientists have demonstrated that exercising sports may promote sensory-motor systems, and depending on its type and nature, a given sport may specifically improve certain sensory-motor mechanisms more than others [2-5].

Badminton involves dynamic sensory-motor interactions [6,7], and various sensory-motor systems directly influence an athlete’s performance and achievements [6-9]. In this regard, the visual system is one of the most important sensory-motor coordinators which is closely related to the proprioceptive and vestibular systems [10]. For badminton athletes, it is essential to fix their eyes on a fast-moving small shuttlecock, and determine its spatial position despite a
lack of guidelines and spatial cues. At the same time, the player must be aware of the position of the net, the court, the opponent (and the teammate when playing doubles). The player continuously and simultaneously sees and interprets the visual information in different positions in the badminton court. In this regard, spatiotemporal properties of the environment, spatiotemporal performance of the visual system and contrast sensitivity may have important roles \cite{11,12}.

Contrast sensitivity function (CSF) is one of the most important measures of visual system performance \cite{13} which is determined according to a person’s ability to discriminate luminance \cite{14}, (luminance or achromatic contrast sensitivity) or color differences \cite{15} (chromatic contrast sensitivity), resulting from the interaction of black–white, blue–yellow, and red–green opponent channels. The blue-yellow opponent channel (BYOC) is one of the most important mechanisms because under photopic conditions, yellow has the maximum luminous efficiency function or spectral sensitivity \cite{16,17}, while blue shows the maximum dispersion in any optical system \cite{16}. Therefore, testing the CSF for BYOC may be very important for evaluating the optical system and visual performance in different neural and optical processing situations, where a lower threshold shows better analysis and processing of visual information \cite{13-16}.

Considering contrast sensitivity an essential element of sports vision, scientists have tried to enhance the visual performance of athletes by improving CSF because they believe athlete performance and good CSF are strictly related to each other \cite{18,19}. Should the ocular pursuit of a fast moving object in badminton or shooting be related to good CSF \cite{19-21}, successful badminton players should have a better developed visual system and CSF. Testing the CSF for BYOC may be a good method for comparing visual system performance, which we used in this study to compare results between elite badminton players and non-athletes.

**METHODS AND SUBJECTS**

In this study, we enrolled 70 people between the ages of 18 and 25 years; 40 lady badminton players for the test group, and 30 women who did not perform any sports activities as non-athletes for the control group. The test group included sportswomen who had played for at least five consecutive years, five hours per week, and were members of the national badminton team and/or a high-ranking sports club.

Both groups had visual and ocular examinations. Inclusion criteria were good visual acuity (better than 20/25), low refractive error (hypermetropia < +0.75 D; myopia and oblique or against the rule astigmatism < -0.25 D; with the rule astigmatism < -0.50 D). None of the participants used optical correction. Exclusion criteria were any history of significant systemic or ocular diseases.

For all participants, we tested distant visual acuity (6 meters; TOPCON ACP-8 chart projector) and near visual acuity (40 cm; reduced Snellen chart). Refraction was tested using static retinoscopy (Heine Beta 200 retinoscope) and auto-refraction (TOPCON Auto Kerato-refractometer 8800) tests. Subjects also had the cover test and fusional measurements at far (6 meters) and near (40 cm); compensated heterophoria (latent ocular deviation) according to Sheard’s and Percival’s criteria (measurement of sensory-motor ability of the visual system to overcome motor disturbances with fusional vergences); slit lamp biomicroscopy (examination of the anterior segment of the eye) and direct ophthalmoscopy (examination of the posterior segment of the eye).

After confirmation of normal results for badminton players (test group) and non-athletes (control group), all participants were coded and referred to a blinded examiner who measured thresholds for the detection of increments using the Pattern Generator™ (figure 1). The participants were seated three meters away from a 15” flat monitor. Grating patterns (parallel lines) with different spatial frequencies (width) and contrast were presented randomly to the subjects who informed the examiner whether they could detect gratings or not. The procedures were repeated three times for each threshold measurement, and the average of three measurements was recorded.

After confirmation of normal results for badminton players (test group) and non-athletes (control group), all participants were coded and referred to a blinded examiner who measured thresholds for the detection of
increments using the Pattern Generator™ (figure 1). The participants were seated three meters away from a 15” flat monitor. Grating patterns (parallel lines) with different spatial frequencies (width) and contrast were presented randomly to the subjects who informed the examiner whether they could detect gratings or not. The procedures were repeated three times for each threshold measurement, and the average of three measurements was recorded.

Contrast sensitivity (contrast sensitivity=1/contrast threshold) was measured in three spatial frequencies (SFs) of low [2 cycle per degree (cpd)], intermediate (5 cpd), and high (25 cpd)]. These SFs were chosen according to the normal contrast sensitivity curve measured with grating stimuli. We recorded thresholds at each SF for both study groups. Statistical analysis was performed with the Stat graphics™ software. Results are described as mean, minimum, maximum, and standard deviations and we used the independent t-test to compare SFs in the two groups.

RESULTS

No statistically significant differences were noted between badminton players and non-athletes with respect to visual acuity, refractive error, or heterophoria (far and near). Measurements of fusional vergences at far and near for convergence and divergence showed better results for athletes. However, fusional vergence compensation according to Sheard’s and Percival’s criteria was necessary for all participants.

The mean contrast threshold in the test group at 2cpd, 5cpd, and 25cpd SFs was 30.4, 26.3, and 39.0, respectively; better results at 5cpd is indicative of band pass (better contrast sensitivity for middle SFs). In the control group, a better contrast threshold (40.7) was observed at 2 cpd or low pass (better contrast sensitivity for low SF). According to the independent t-test, the test group had significantly better mean contrast threshold at all SFs compared to the control

Table 1: Descriptive results regarding contrast thresholds for the blue-yellow opponent channel in both groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial frequency</th>
<th>Contrast threshold percent for athletes and (control) groups</th>
<th>t-test for inter-group difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 cpd*</td>
<td>30.4 (40.7)</td>
<td>50.9 (52.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 cpd</td>
<td>26.3 (44.3)</td>
<td>67.8 (67.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 cpd</td>
<td>39 (53.8)</td>
<td>74.1 (98.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*cpd: cycle per degree
Fig. 2: Contrast sensitivity for blue-yellow opponent channel in badminton athletes (test group)

Fig. 3: Contrast sensitivity for blue-yellow opponent channel in non-athletes (control group)

group ($P<0.001$) (Table 1). Results of CSF testing for BYOC in the two groups are demonstrated in Figures 2 and 3.

DISCUSSION

The findings of the present study indicated low pass CSF in the non-athlete control group (Fig. 3). In this regard, other studies report the same findings in normal subjects [22]. In normal non-athletes, BYOC contrast sensitivity is mediated by the koniocellular pathway that tends to exhibit a low pass curve [23] while band pass (better contrast sensitivity for middle SFs) is seen when testing with monochromatic gratings. The magnocellular pathway, mediates luminance and achromatic stimuli [24,25].

In this study, the BYOC contrast sensitivity curves differed between the two groups (Fig. 2,3). Badminton players showed better contrast sensitivity for middle SFs, whereas non-athletes had better contrast sensitivity for low SFs (low pass). This indicates that
the CSF for BYOC in athletes was similar to a monochromatic contrast sensitivity curve (black and white or different density of gray scales) in normal subjects\cite{22}. This shift (from low to middle frequencies) may indicate dynamic interactions of specific visual pathways in badminton players \cite{22}. However, the band pass (better contrast sensitivity for middle SFs) response and lower threshold in CSF for YBOC among badminton players may imply better visual capabilities and performance.

Our results of YBOC testing may indicate an interactive function of different visual neural subsystems, including the parvo-, magno- and koniocellular systems \cite{26}. In fact, we live in a colorful world, thus color vision and contrast sensitivity are important issues. According to the visual information parallel processing theory \cite{27}, these subsystems may selectively show maximum response to specific stimuli. The parvocellular system may be very important in color discrimination, spatial resolution, depth perception, stereopsis and object detection \cite{26}, whereas the magnocellular system has shown a significant role in motion perception, luminance and contrast perception \cite{28}. However, the koniocellular system may be activated in simultaneous presentation of blue and yellow colors \cite{23}. Our results imply that visual information may be processed differently according to previous perceptual, sensory and motor experiences. This concept is confirmed by other studies \cite{27,29}. On the other hand, in the badminton athlete visual system, some specific interactions between these three subsystems may occur that is completely different from non-athletes. Obviously, these changes may improve athletic performance.

The visuomotor localization system may be differently modulated with luminance and color stimuli \cite{30}. With any given visual environment and experience, specific improvement and capabilities may develop in the visual system \cite{31}. The plasticity theory may explain visual development under specific visuomotor and perceptual situations \cite{31}. Athletes provide a possible model to explore the plasticity of the visual cortex as athletic training in confrontational ball games is quite often accompanied by training of the visual system. Badminton is a dynamic sport in which the player focuses on different objects at the same time. The player's visual system needs to collect information from the shuttlecock, playing court, net position, match referee, and opposing player as quickly as possible. These environmental visual pieces of information, which are instantly transmitted through the parvo- and magnocellular systems to the visual cortex, determine the sensory-motor behavior of players \cite{32}. Better performance of the parvo- and magnocellular systems may thus improve the badminton player’s performance. As expected, our badminton players showed significantly better CSF for YBOC which is an index of parvo- and magnocellular performance.

Perceptual organization and programming in visual tasks may improve eye movement controls in visual system performance \cite{29}. Some researchers believe that racket sport athletes may have better visual performance \cite{34} which is necessary for achievements in their sport. However, visual skills are a multi-disciplinary issue. Sensory and motor skill improvements should symmetrically develop in racket sport athletes \cite{35}. Therefore, badminton athletes should be better in sensory (CSF for YBOC) and motor performance \cite{31}.

**CONCLUSION**

Better performance in sensory systems, such as the parallel parvo and magnocellular processing systems, may be inherent and/or acquired in badminton players. Undoubtedly, badminton and other racket sports may help develop neural programmed activities and sensory-motor reactions. This may be very important in clinical practice (improving visual performance with sports training) and useful for trainers in racket sports to improve sport performance with specific visual trainings. Further researches may be needed for specific modeling of visual performance and skills in athletes. Hence, modeling specific visual performance patterns can be suggested for every sport. Color CSF may be very important in this regard. Selective receptive field evaluation and interactive visual subsystem responses may be the most important advantages of color contrast sensitivity tests. Similarly,
testing the CSF for YBOC may be used for athlete selection in different levels as a protocol and/or used as a criterion for screening superior talents in the field of badminton.

Our findings imply visual performance and contrast may be different in athletes and non-athlete groups. However, we suggest further studies in regard to visual skills, saccadic eye movement, facility of accommodation and sensory performance of visual system that may be evaluated by contrast sensitivity threshold. Other studies may be suggested in different lighting conditions so that photopic, mesopic and scotopic sensory visual responses may be compared. Specific lighting condition was the most important limitation of our study.
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